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VILLA DAGMAR HOTEL  
Nybrogatan 25–27, 114 39, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0)8 122 135 50 

www.hotelvilladagmar.com  

 
Location: Central Stockholm Östermalm      
We love: The courtyard bar, exclusive entrance to Östermalm Saluhall, premium location. A Stockholm 
LGBT+ partner hotel.  

 
A beautiful family-owned city oasis with a prime location in the upscale neighborhood Östermalm. Villa 
Dagmar is a beautiful and creative home for the curious traveler who is looking for a home-away-from-
home with both heart and soul, in a chic and conscious part of the city, next door to the historic foodhall, 
Östermalm Saluhall. An inviting boutique property and vibrant meeting place, where personal service is 
combined with restaurant experiences by two of Sweden’s most innovative and award-nominated 
restaurateurs, a combined concept store and flower shop, courtyard bar, plus Dagmar Spirit & Retreat and 
fitness center.  

 
 

DIPLOMAT HOTEL  
Strandvägen 7C, 114 56, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8 459 68 00 
www.diplomathotel.com 
 

Location: Central Stockholm Waterfront    

We love: The weekend brunch, the vibe, the swanky Andy’s bar, premium location. A Stockholm LGBT + 
partner hotel.  
 
An intimate, elegant, family-owned hotel, located perfectly at one of the most sought after addresses in the 
city, and even better, on the waterfront overlooking the harbor. This hotel is literally steps away from 
everything you need, shopping, restaurants, culture. For an extra special occasion, stay in a spacious suite 
with stunning bay views, and they’re pet friendly as well. Features a popular terrace restaurant and bar, an 
exclusive cocktail bar great for private events and celebrations, a fitness center, retreat and hammam. This 
is a sister hotel to Villa Dagmar.  
 

 
 

HASSELBACKEN HOTEL  
Hazeliusbacken 20, 115 21, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8-121 333 00 
www.hasselbacken.com 
 
Location: Royal Island in central Stockholm  

We love: It’s pink! Family friendly, top location, great brunch. A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  
 

Reminiscent of a pink palace on a hill, this picturesque hotel with its sunny terrace, has views that stretch 
over the to the bay and a history dating back to the 1700’s. This hotel is well known for its wonderful 
weekend ambience and is frequented by locals and internationals alike. The restaurant offers world class 
dining, a bar, an outdoor terrace, relax area and is near many recreation and cultural highlights all within 

http://www.hotelvilladagmar.com/
http://www.hasselbacken.com/


   
 

 

 

walking and biking distance. Parks, nature walks, theme park, café’s, museums on your doorstep with 
shopping and restaurants in nearby Östermalm. Perfect for a getaway, celebrations or meetings.   

 
 

POP HOUSE HOTEL  
Djurgårdsvägen 68, 115 21, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8-502 541 40 
www.pophousedjurgarden.se  
 

Location: Royal Island in central Stockholm 

We love: Family friendly, direct access into the ABBA world, premium location. A Stockholm LGBT + partner 
hotel.   
 
This unique and modern hotel is a fun and relaxed property with a premium location in the leafy Royal 
Island of Djurgården. Music and fun are the focus here as the hotel is also connected to the ABBA museum 
with direct access into the museum. The 49 rooms are a mix of traditional style, and some of suites are 
uniquely designed with the band ABBA in mind. Pop House is perfect for the whole family, or a fun break 

away with friends, with everything you need for your stay right on your doorstep including nature paths, 
gardens, art museums, world class dining, and all things recreational and cultural with shopping close by.  
 

 
 

SKEPPSHOLMEN HOTEL  
Gröna gången 1, 111 49, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0)8 407 23 00 
www.hotelskeppsholmen.se  

 

Location: Leafy Island in central Stockholm 
We love: The nature, top location, serenity. A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  
 
Celebrate Stockholm in a centuries-old former Royal Marine barracks. A stylish urban oasis on an island, in 

the very heart of the city. This eco-certified hotel is housed in two historical buildings from 1699, designed in 
soft calm colors and modern Scandinavian luxury, maintaining its Swedish heritage. Central, within good 
walking distance to everything you need and so much to discover on this hotel’s island. Enjoy world class 
dining (and a great brunch) and take in the lush garden and sea views in enchanting nature surroundings. 
There are great running/walking paths, a tennis court (Sweden’s first (!) and a cool culture scene with the 
Museum of Modern Art (and more) nearby. A perfect choice for a relaxing escape or active meetings. 

  
 

MISS CLARA HOTEL  
Sveavägen 48, 111 34, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8-440 67 00 
www.missclarahotel.com  
 

Location: City Central Stockholm        

We love: The Egyptian cotton sheets, the cocktails, the story. A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  
 
Perfectly located on one of Stockholm’s most bustling streets, a grand Art Nouveau building reinvented 
from 1910, into a modern-day stylish hotel. Once a former girl’s school, it is named after former headmistress 
Clara Strömberg. The 92 rooms are light, airy, minimalistic with spacious bathrooms and details showcasing 
the original charm like the elegant ballet artwork on the walls. The restaurant and bar offer great dining and 
divine cocktails, enjoy breakfast and people watching by the large windows. Also features a fitness center 
and sauna. Great for a getaway, intimate private dining, and meetings.  

http://www.pophousedjurgarden.se/
http://www.hotelskeppsholmen.se/
http://www.missclarahotel.com/


   
 

 

 

 
 

HELLSTEN HOTEL  
Luntmakargatan 68, 113 51, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8-661 86 00 
www.hellsten.se 
 

Location: Central Stockholm        

We love: The live jazz scene, the photography, A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  

 
A privately owned, unique and different hotel, set in a 19th century building, in the center of Stockholm, 
hidden on a quiet street. It exudes an unpretentious atmosphere and a passion for world travels, evident in 
the art, furniture, and photography taken by the owner, Per Hellsten himself, a former anthropologist and 
photographer. All 78 rooms are designed differently, adding an element of surprise. The hotel serves a 
limited menu, and there are endless options of great restaurants close by. The Earth bar is well known as one 
the favorite venues for live jazz especially the African jazz scene. 

 
 
RIVAL HOTEL  
Mariatorget 3, 118 48, Stockholm 
T: +46 (0) 8-545 789 00 
www.rival.se 
 

Location: South Central Stockholm Södermalm    

We love: Top location, the plush velvet, the vibrant vibe, the brunch. A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  
 
A warm and personable hotel, intimate and privately owned by none other than an ABBA member, is a 
favorite hotspot. Located perfectly at the Mariatorget square center of the well-loved island of Södermalm 
close to everything. This vibrant hotel exudes life, energy, passion for the arts and creativity all the way 

through to the tasteful colors, and design throughout the 99 rooms, the bistro and bar (they serve a popular 
brunch), the art deco cocktail bar, Watson's bar, the café, conference rooms and a 735-seat theatre. Our 
favorites are the luxury deluxe rooms and suites with balconies and views over the Söder rooftops.  

 
 

HELLSTENS GLASHUS HOTEL  
Wollmar Yxkullsgatan 13, 118 50, Stockholm  
T: +46 (0) 8-460 079 00 
www.hellstensglashus.se  
 

Location: South Central Stockholm Södermalm    

We love: The live music, the cocktails, the 7-metre ceiling. A Stockholm LGBT + partner hotel.  
 

Behind the unique glass façade, is an intimate 44 room hotel, just a stone's throw from the square 
Mariatorget. Privately owned by Per Hellsten, a former anthropologist and photographer, his style and love 
for travel is evident in the homage details. The contrasting style and design adds an element of cool, with 
brick walls and a warehouse feel, the historical metal details and all the rooms are different in style and size. 
A dazzling 7-metre ceiling creates a special atmosphere in this extraordinary venue, restaurant and bar. 
Well-loved for its live music scene, inspired by the many live venues at Lower East Side of New York, 
featuring a mix of well-known and up-coming artists.  
 

Image credits to all respective hotels 

For more information or your own personalized program ideas for LGBT+ travel in Stockholm contact:   
Sanchia Lambert sanchia@travelexclusive.se  
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